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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Education and Qualifications

2012 – 2014 University of Nottingham, UK
MA in Literary Linguistics
Course covered a broad range of subjects including stylistics, cognitive poetics,
analysing texts, consciousness representation, narratology and some optional modules.
Awarded Pass with Merit Award for academic achievement.

2006 – 2010 College of Languages, University of Salahaddin-Erbil (SUE)
BA in English Language and Literature
Various subjects including syntax, university English grammar, morphosyntax, phonetics and
phonology, poetry, novel, drama, text and discourse analysis.
Graduated as top of my class with an overall 89%.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Relevant Employment Experience
Sep 2014 – (present) University Lecturer- University of Salahaddin-Erbil

Lecturing for four hours per week:
 Teaching fresher students General English module using various teaching approach
 Teaching four skills of English language courses for those who want to apply to an MA or

PhD degree.

Sept 2014 – Sep 2015 Procurement supervisor – Procurement committee, Language Centre-
Salahaddin University-Erbil
Voluntary work for two hours per week:

 Supervising the stuff the committee should buy for the centre by analysing the
goods needed by the centre.

 Conducting low value tenders and requests for quotation taking into account
whole    life costing, sustainability and ethical purchasing and this gave me ability
to understand and explain difficult formal documents and systems and assist
others to apply them.

2014 & 2015 (summer vacations) Freelance legal translator – Wiseman lawfirm-Erbil
Based at home but worked closely with the legal Team:

 Translated legal documents from English into Arabic regarding the
procuring entities.

 Worked with a number of clients to negotiate the costs suitable for the firm.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Additional Employment Experience

2014 Interpretation service – Skilliance organisation
Worked as an interpreter to deliver a professional training course regarding security guard
basic skills in a TOT course for Arab trainees.



Skills

Leadership and Teamwork – As libero player in a volleyball team of my town in Alhamdanyia
subdistrict-Mosul (2007-2008) I played a major role in organising and supporting the defensive line
of the team. I helped the team to have faith in me. In addition, they counted on me regarding the
players to turn up at the right place and time.

Computing – During my MA degree and relevant work experience, I have acquired a whole range
of IT skills, many self-taught. For example, I had to work on word software as part of degree
completion so that I can prepare my dissertation. This made me well versed with the program.

Communication – I have gained strong communication skills during my degree course from giving
presentations at seminars to participation in group work.

Problem Solving – Studying for an MA degree in Literary Linguistics, which incorporated textual
analysis and interpretation, requires analytical, numerical and problem solving skills. I further
developed these skills during applying these skills in teaching.

Numeracy – Ability to interpret statistics and numerical data. Familiarity with the ways in which
numerical information is gathered and presented.

Information and IT literacy – Confidence when using information technology with an ability to
learn new packages. Ability to identify how IT can be applied to improve efficiency and solve
problems. Knowing where and how to find relevant information.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Languages
Strong verbal and writing Kurdish, Arabic and English skills.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Interests and Activities

I have played football for Salahaddin University, Erbil. I have also participated in other sports at
school, city or county level including table tennis. I also enjoy writing poetry in English language,
which is a significant challenge for a second learner of the language.
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